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Introduction 

For many years, the phenomenon of positron annihila-
tion has been recognized as a method for investigations 
of the electronic structure as well as a very sensitive 
technique to study the formation and kinetics of defects 
in solids. The first investigations of positron annihilation 
in metal-hydrogen systems were carried out with the use 
of the method of angular correlation of annihilation 
quanta and their interpretation concerned the problem 
of the state of ionization of hydrogen absorbed in the 
metal. The investigations proved that for the systems: 
Pd-H, Ta-H, Zr-H, Ti-H, Nb-H, Ce-H the FWHM (full 
width at half maximum) of the angular correlations 
curves is greater than that for pure metals. The results 
were interpreted for the benefit of the so-called proton 
model, in which it is assumed that hydrogen, introduced 
into these metals, delivers its electron to the conduction 
band, and locates itself in interstitial holes as a proton 
repelling positrons from its neighborhood. On the other 
hand, decrease of the FWHM of the angular correla-
tions curves, observed for La-H and Ca-H systems, was 
interpreted to the benefit of the anion model, which 
assumes that hydrogen, being in the crystalline lattice, 
connects an electron from s band of the metal and be-
comes a negative ion. However, the experimental results 
as well as the theoretical investigations conducted with 
reference to the electron structure proved that such 
a simple interpretation of results obtained by means 
of the method of angular correlation of annihilation 
quanta is wrong. 

Similarly, understanding of the effect of crystal 
lattice defects on the phenomenon of positron an-
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nihilation in hydrogen-metal systems brought about 
another possibility of interpretation of the changes 
in the angular correlations curves due to penetration 
of hydrogen into metal [10]. For investigations of the 
kinetics of formation various types of defects and their 
mutual interaction, two other annihilation techniques: 
investigations of Doppler-broadening of the annihila-
tion line and measurements of the positron lifetime 
spectra are particularly useful. The first of them was 
applied to study the vanadium-hydrogen system and the 
investigation revealed, among others, that hydrogen in 
vanadium forms new defects, i.e. vacancies, dislocations 
and voids. Creation of these defects has been confirmed 
by the dependence of the so-called parameter S, defined 
as ratio of the central part to the total area under the 
annihilation line, on the temperature and hydrogen 
concentration. As it was proved in [2–4], hydrogen 
locates very easily in this type of defects or in their 
close vicinity. 

On the other hand, changes in the electron struc-
ture of V-H system can be investigated by means of 
the above-mentioned techniques only at low hydrogen 
concentrations or at high temperatures. Increase in 
the hydrogen concentration in vanadium does not only 
change its electron and defect structures, but also leads 
to the appearance of areas of hydride phase, in which 
parameters of the crystalline structure are different, 
and the hydrogen atoms are chemically bonded with 
metal atoms. 

We do not know any analyses of positron lifetime 
spectra in vanadium-hydrogen systems as far as phase 
transitions are concerned. It is well known that lattice 
vacancies play an important role in activating phase 
transition of order-disorder, and the process of struc-
tural ordering is controlled by their diffusion. Increase 
in the hydrogen concentration in vanadium results in 
the appearance of disordered areas, and after reaching 
some critical concentration (at a given temperature) – in 
the formation of ordered phase. Mantl and Triftshauser 
[7] found an increase in the intensity of the defect 
component IV  in the positron lifetime spectrum along 
with a rise in the hydrogen concentration in disordered 
phases and its decrease during the transition into the 
ordered state. 

The main goal of the present work is to determine 
and analyze the positron lifetime spectra in the V-H 
system, with hydrogen concentrations ranging from 
0 to 0.29 at.H/at.V. At room temperature, this range 
of concentrations includes phase α and a mixture of α 
and β phases. According to the phase diagram (Fig. 1) 
[1], at room temperature, the α phase (solid solution 
of hydrogen in the bcc vanadium lattice) is stable up to 
the concentration of CH ~ 0.022 at.H/at.V. In this phase, 
hydrogen is randomly distributed in T-type interstices 
(tetrahedral sites). The energy of trapping the hydrogen 
atoms at these sites amounts to 375 meV. Above this 
concentration, up to about 0.45 at.H/at.V, the system is 
a mixture of phases α and β, with a growing share of the 
latter. Phase β forms, as a result of cooperative influence 
of the metal lattice on hydrogen atoms, shifting them 
to the O-type interstices (octahedral sites) in the Oz 
direction with simultaneous distortion of the elementary 
cell. This results in the formation of a bct structure (c/a 
> 1.1), in which hydrogen atoms are randomly distri-

buted in T-type interstices. On the other hand, in V2H 
and V3H hydrides, hydrogen is distributed in the lattice 
in an ordered way. 

The changes in the electrical resistivity of vana-
dium due to the electrolytic hydrogenation have been 
investigated, too. Mantl and Triftshauser [7], reported 
on a similarity of changes in the electric resistance and 
the so-called lineshape parameter of the Doppler-
-broadening line during annealing of electron-irradiated 
copper. Application of both, the positron lifetime and 
electrical resistivity, techniques may be very helpful in 
interpretation of the obtained results and understanding 
the processes occurring during the electrolytic hydro-
genation of vanadium. 

Preparation of the samples 

The investigated samples with dimensions of 10 × 10 × 
0.5 mm3 were prepared from a vanadium foil of 99.98% 
purity. The surface of samples was cleaned with metha-
nol. Next, the samples were tempered for 8 h in vacuum 
(p < 10–5 torr) at 1123 K and then slowly cooled to room 
temperature during 12 h. The samples prepared in this 
way still contain a certain number of over-the-equilibrium 
defects which appear during the production of the foil (so-
lidification and cold-rolling). This was confirmed by sub-
sequent annihilation research. The hydrogen penetrating 
into such sample fills up not only the tetrahedral sites, 
but also the over-the-equilibrium defects. The number of 
the defects filled with hydrogen atoms depends on the 
concentration of hydrogen in the sample [2, 3]. 

After tempering and cooling, the samples were hy-
drogenated electrolytically in a Hoffmann apparatus. 
The hydrogenation procedure will be described in the 
next paragraph. The higher and higher concentration 
of hydrogen in the samples was obtained through their 
additional hydrogenation until they reached the re-
quired concentration. The density of the hydrogenation 
current in 0.1 N water solution of H2SO4 amounted to 
2 × 104 A/m2. The method used for determining hydro-
gen concentration in the samples can be found in [8]. 
After each hydrogenation, but before measurement of 
positrons lifetimes, the samples were seasoned at room 
temperature for 5 days. This is an ample time to level the 
hydrogen concentration within the whole volume of the 
samples (the time of diffusion annealing, counted from 
the formula d2/D, where d – thickness of the sample, and 
D – diffusion coefficient, is only 50 s). The maximum 
concentration of hydrogen in the sample, possible to 
obtain under these conditions, is 0.29 at.H/at.V. 

The positrons lifetimes in the hydrogenated samples 
were measured using a fast-slow spectrometer with the 

Fig. 1. Phase diagram of the V-H system [1].
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resolution of 240 ps, equipped with BaF2 scintillators. 
The measurements were taken in the “sandwich” ge-
ometry: the 22Na positron source was placed between 
two vanadium samples hydrogenated up to the same 
concentration. The total number of counts in each of 
the registered positron lifetime spectra was greater 
than 106, and the share of annihilation in the source 
remained within 4–6%. 

Hydrogenation of the samples 

Hydrogenation of the samples up to the required hy-
drogen concentration was carried out in a Hoffmann 
apparatus of our own construction (Fig. 2), connected 
in series with a reference conventional Hoffmann appa-
ratus, necessary for determination of hydrogen content 
in the hydrogenated sample. In the first apparatus, the 
cathode was the hydrogenated sample, whereas in the 
reference apparatus the cathode was a platinum sheet, 
which does not absorbs the hydrogen. The anodes, in 
both apparatus, were flat platinum sheets. Both the ap-
paratus were filled with 0.1 N water solution of sulphu-
ric acid. In order to ensure uniform hydrogenation of 
both surfaces of the examined samples, each apparatus 
contained two anodes. The sizes of the platinum anodes 
were much larger than those of the cathodes, what 
ensured an uniform distribution of concentration over 
the whole surface of the samples. In the apparatus with 
the investigated sample as the cathode, the hydrogen 
produced by the electrolysis was partly absorbed in the 
sample, the remaining part was evolved over the free 
surface of the electrolyte. In the reference apparatus 
hydrogen was not absorbed by the platinum cathode and 
the whole of it was evolved over the electrolyte. 

Measurements of the electric resistance 

The measurements of the electric resistance of the 
investigated samples were performed with the use of a 
measuring apparatus, whose scheme is shown in Fig. 3. 
Direct current of I = 0.5 A from a stabilizing feeder was 
passed through the sample. In order to eliminate errors 
resulting from the appearance of the so-called “parasite” 
contact potentials between the sample and measurement 
electrodes, measurements of voltage U, on the ends of 
the sample, and voltage Ust, on the standard resistor Rst, 

were taken many times at alternating directions of the 
current. The direction of the current was changed with 
the use of an electronic computer-controlled switch. 
Voltages U and Ust were measured by means of a digital 
voltmeter with an accuracy of up to 0.001mV. Since the 
intensity of the current passing through the sample and 
the standard resistor is 

(1)  I = Ust / Rst 

the resistance of the investigated sample is equal to 

(2)   R = Rst ⋅ (U / Ust) 

The values of voltages U and Ust were registered 
by a computer which then calcu lated the resistance R. 
The resistivity of the investigated sample was calculated 
from the second Ohm’s law: 

(3)   ρ = R ⋅ (Scs / l) 

where Scs is the area of the surface of the cross-section 
of the sample, l is the real length of the sample corre-
sponding to the given external stress. In the calculations 
of the resistivity of the samples, neither changes in their 
thickness nor those in the width accompanying uniaxial 
stretching, were taken into consideration. The error of 
the calculated value of the resistivity, resulting from this 
simplification, is negligibly small. 

Results of the investigation and their interpretation 

As it was mentioned before, the paper presents the 
results of our investigations of the positron lifetime 
spectra and electrical resistivity of vanadium and vana-
dium-hydrogen systems, with hydrogen concentrations 
ranging from 0.011 to 0.29 at.H/at.V. 

According to Matthiessen’s rule, the resistivity ρ of 
V-H system, is a sum of the resistivities resulting from 
scattering of current carriers on: phonons of host metal 
– ρ0, interstitial H atoms – ρH, and defects appearing 
during the electrolytic hydrogenation – ρd, i.e.:  

(4)  ρ = ρ0 + ρΗ + ρd 

Let us assume that the resistivity ρH is directly pro-
portional to the concentration of interstitial hydrogen: 
ρΗ = kCH, and the resistivity ρd is directly proportional 
to the concentration of defects: ρd = aCd. Let us accept, 
additionally, that within certain range of hydrogen con-

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for the sample hydrogenation: 
I – Hoffmann apparatus with a sample; II – reference Hoff-
mann apparatus; 1 – Pt anodes; 2 – investigated sample as 
the cathode; 3 – Pt cathode; 4 – electrolyte; Z – DC feeder; 
W – switch; A – amperometer. 

Fig. 3. Block scheme of resistivity measurement device: Z 
– DC feeder; P – electronic switch; 1 – investigated sample; 
Rst – standard resistor; V1, V2 – microvoltmeters.
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centrations in the sample, the concentration of newly 
formed defects Cd is proportional to the concentration 
of hydrogen: Cd = bCH, (k, a, b – proportionality coef-
ficients). Then: 

(5)  ρ = ρ0 + (k + ab)CH 

and the expression describing the relative change in 
resistivity as a function of the hydrogen concentration 
CH takes the form: 

(6)  

Thus, when the expression [(k + ab) / ρ0] does not 
depend on the concentration of hydrogen, one can 
expect a linear dependence of relative changes in the 
resistivity on CH. Yet, when one of the mechanisms of 
electron scattering is changed, the slope of the graph of 
the dependence (Δρ / ρ0) = f(CH) must be changed, too. 
As it will be seen in the figures presented further in the 
paper, within the investigated range of hydrogen concen-
trations in vanadium one can distinguish four ranges with 
different slopes of the dependence (Δρ / ρ0) = f(CH), and 
within these ranges of hydrogen concentrations, differ-
ent kinetics of changes in annihilation parameters can 
be observed as well. 

The experimentally obtained positron annihilation 
spectra were analysed with the use of LT program [6], 
assuming the appearance of one, two and three compo-
nents in the lifetimes spectrum. For all of the analysed 
spectra, the best fitting of experimental data (χ2 test) 
was achieved when decomposing the spectrum into two 
components with two different mean values of positron 
lifetime (τ1 and τ2) and different relative intensities I1 
and I2, respectively. 

The obtained results cannot, however, be interpret-
ed in the frame of a simple two-state annihilation model 
which assumes annihilations from the free state and only 
in one type of defects. In such a model, the short-living 
component of the positron lifetime spectrum should ap-
ply a value lower than the positron lifetime in the free 
state. From the data presented in [10], it follows that 
for vanadium this value amounts to 138 ps, whereas the 
value of component τ1 obtained in the present study is 
equal to 149 ps. The value of positrons lifetime in vacan-
cies, as determined in [10] amounts to 191 ps, while the 
value of the second component of the positron lifetimes 
spectrum in vanadium (τ2) determined by us is equal to 
364 ps. This means that the experimentally determined 
component τ1 is composed of two lifetimes: in the free 
state and in defects of small sizes of vacancy type, 
(dislocations or in new vacancies formed by hydrogen 
[5]) further referred to as Type I defects. On the other 
hand, component τ2 should be interpreted as a positron 
lifetime in multivacancy clusters or on the boundaries 
of the phases α and β (referred to as Type II defects). 
As it was proved in [9], the value of τ2 rises along with 
increasing number of vacancies in the cluster, in which 
positrons annihilate. 

The functional dependences of the relative changes 
in the electrical resistivity, selected annihilation param-
eters (τ1 and τ2) and intensity of long-lived component of 
positron lifetime spectrum (I2) on hydrogen concentra-
tion in vanadium are presented in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, re-

spectively. A comparison of Figs. 4–6 indicates that the 
whole examined range of concentrations can be divided 
into 4 intervals with different trends in changes in the 
measured parameters. In the interval of concentrations 
ranging from 0 to 0.025 at.H/at.V (pure phase α), all 
of the determined annihilation parameters within the 
limits of error remain unchanged, while a small increase 
in the relative resistivity is observed. 

It cannot be proved that the hydrogen absorbed 
by vanadium creates new defects in phase α, e.g. 
vacancies with two hydrogen atoms – as it is claimed 
in [3] for phase α, in the Nb-H system, although in 

Fig. 4. Dependence of the relative changes in the electrical 
resistivity of V-H system on the hydrogen concentration. 

Fig. 6. Dependence of the intensity of the long-lived com-
ponent of positron lifetime spectrum I2 on the hydrogen 
concentration in V-H system.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the lifetimes τ1 and τ2 on the hydrogen 
concentration in V-H system. 
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many respects V and Nb have similar properties. Most 
probably instead of forming new defects, hydrogen oc-
cupies circumvacancy locations in the already existing 
over-the-equilibrium defects. It can be thought, that 
within this range of concentrations the defect structure 
of vanadium remains unchanged, and the observed 
increase in the electrical resistivity is induced by filling 
the electron holes in the conduction band of vanadium 
by electrons released by interstitial hydrogen. 

An inspection of Figs. 4–6 shows, that new mecha-
nisms of positrons trapping and electrons scattering 
appear as soon as the first regions of phase β are 
formed. Within the range of hydrogen concentrations 
from 0.025 to 0.04 at.H/at.V a distinct decrease in both 
the positron lifetimes (Fig. 5), as well as an increase in 
the intensity of component I2 of the spectrum (Fig. 6) 
is observed. It may be believed that this is connected 
with disintegration of Type II defects into smaller ones. 
Beyond concentration CH > 0.04 at.H/at.V one can 
observe linear changes in the annihilation parameters 
of the system in dependence on hydrogen concentra-
tion (and that of the amount of phase β). Thus, the 
values of lifetimes τ1 and τ2 rise along with increase in 
the relative amount of phase β, whereas the value of 
I2 decreases. The approximation of the dependences 
τ1, τ2 and I2 to the concentration corresponding to the 
uniform phase β (i.e. 100% of β phase) yields values of 
these parameters presented in Table 1 (for comparison, 
the values of the same parameters in phase α are also 
included in the table). 

On the other hand, the rapid growth in the electrical 
resistance, accompanying the rise in the hydrogen con-
centration in vanadium is, most probably, connected with 
the rise in the probability of scattering of current carriers 
in the microvolumes containing phase β. Within the range 
of concentrations from 0.04 to 0.26 at.H/at.V one of the 
scattering mechanisms occurring at lower concentrations 
of phase β disappears, which manifests itself by lowering 
the slope of the (Δρ / ρ0) = f(CH) dependence. We believe 
that new lattice defects cease to form. 

Under the applied conditions of electrolytic hy-
drogenation, it was impossible to reach hydrogen 
concentrations higher than 0.29 at.H/at.V. At this 
concentration, the electric resistance, as well as all of 
the discussed annihilation parameters decrease their 
values. This is probably connected with a decrease in 
the concentration of defects or with different filling 
of them by hydrogen atoms. As suggested by Čižek et 
al. [2], in Nb hydrogen atoms may occupy two circum-
vacancy positions. Since V-H and Nb-H systems show 
many structural and electron-related similarities, such 
a possibility seems be very probable for V-H systems, 
too. It is also probable that hydrogen begins to fill the 
octahedral holes. 

Conclusions 

The results of the present study may be summarized 
as follows: 

changes in the annihilation parameters and in the  –
electrical resistivity induced by a rise in the hydrogen 
concentration due to electrolytic hydrogenation of 
vanadium are mutually correlated; 
the registered spectra of positron lifetime can be de- –
composed into two components with good accuracy. 
The short-lived component (τ1) could be ascribed to 
annihilation in the free state and in defects of small 
sizes, whereas component τ2 is connected with an-
nihilation of positrons in multivacancy clusters; 
within the limits of experimental error the annihila- –
tion parameters in the phase α of the V-H system 
do not depend on hydrogen concentration, they 
change suddenly on passing to the mixed (α + β) 
phase region; 
in the two-phase region of low hydrogen concen- –
tration (up to 0.04 at.H/at.V) a rapid decrease in 
concentration of defects and a drop in the sizes of 
multivacancy clusters is observed; 
in the mixed ( – α + β) phase region, above the con-
centration of 0.04 at.H/at.V, the positrons lifetimes 
τ1 and τ2 increase, and the intensity of the long-lived 
component I2 decreases with increasing hydrogen 
concentration. 
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Table 1. Positron lifetime parameters for α and β phases in 
the V-H system 

Parameter β-phase α-phase

τ1 (ps) 115 149
τ2  (ps) 355 366
I2 (%)  17      16.5


